
 
Meeting Minutes
-- Substance Abuse Policy Committee Meeting January 11, 2006 

CE School Board

Substance Abuse Policy Subcommittee

Meeting Minutes- January 11, 2006

Members Present: Mary Cox, Heather Furman, (SAC), Keith
Weatherbie, Trish Brigham, Elaine Moloney, Alan Hawkins, Mark
Dorval, Mark Tinkham, Jeff Shedd, Rick Madden, Anne Belden,
Katie Lisa

Guests: Linda Winker, Kathy Ray

Meeting began at 8:00AM

Discussion Item: Jurisdiction of Policy

Policy is currently anytime/anywhere. Most people felt that it
should remain so. Challenges in enforcement were considered.
The integrity of a policy which was difficult to enforce was
considered. It was stated that expectations for policing kids at non-
school related functions which occur off-site need to be
reasonable. The Administration must also strike a reasonable
balance in following up on rumors and information which are
passed along to them on Monday mornings.

The students shared the perception of most students that it will be
difficult for them to get caught off school grounds. However, they
understood that the anytime/anywhere policy sends a message that
drinking is an illegal, unacceptable behavior; that students are
responsible for their actions, and that school officials want to keep
kids safe. The existence of the policy also serves as a deterrent for
some kids.

The need for more involvement by parents in the policy
implementation was repeated.

The majority of the committee voted in support of
anytime/anywhere policy jurisdiction.

Discussion Topic: Full Disclosure

Full disclosure would allow a more complete and comprehensive
sharing of information between police and school departments.
Currently there is conflicting opinions as to whether this is legal in
Maine. Alan will consult with legal counsel to get their thoughts
on the matter. Mark Tinkham is working with legislators to have
the statutes related to this reviewed and clarified. This is an issue
when students are under the age of 18.



Full disclosure has many implications. Students voiced concern
that innocent bystanders might be mistakenly punished. Question
as to what obligation police and school would have in terms of
information sharing, i.e shoplifting conviction, and how that would
be affected by contract. Situation might also shift burden of
investigation to the police department and away from
administration. Administration viewed full disclosure as offering a
way to put some teeth into the substance abuse policy. Currently,
frustration sets in when the administration has information they
can't act upon, and/or police have information they can't share.
They thought that full disclosure might result in repeat offenders
getting caught, rather than only those who turn themselves in and
take responsibility for their actions. Currently the policy is heavily
reliant on self-referral for off campus violations.

Discussion Topic: Consequences/Full Year Contract
Implementation

Jeff reported on his meeting with the students to discuss
consequences and define how various activities were impacted by
the offense levels. These primarily deal with offenses which occur
off school grounds, as there are separate and specific consequences
already stated for offenses occurring on school grounds. These
will be incorporated into policy recommendation. Key points to
note:

SAC felt that positions in SAC should be exempt from
consequence dealing with loss of leadership positions. The
Committee disagreed, so that will remain in consequence listing.

The consequences for violating the policy are for each school year,
not cumulative throughout the student's high school career.

Jeff will work with SAC to add a section specifically addressing
furnishing/trafficking illegal substances. Consequences will be
more severe.

Discussion Topic: Hosting Parties/crashing parties

This behavior is really problematic but difficult to monitor/enforce
from policy standpoint. Because it is difficult to identify who
instigates "crashing" the committee agreed that specific language
related to crashing a party would be omitted.

Language specific to hosting a party will remain in there and
specific consequences for this contract violation will remain in the
policy. Jeff will work with SAC to work out details.

The meeting adjourned at 9:30 AM. Next meeting is scheduled for
Wednesday, February 8 @ 8AM in the Jordan Conference Room.
Topic to be discussed will be parent involvement and
student/parent education.
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